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	Subject	Text
	National VP-7704A Distortion Analyser	Hi,
I managed to get a good deal on a National VP-7704A Distortion Analyser via eBay.
As usu
	Pioneer VSX-D503S Pro-Logic Receiver (Distortion)	I have this Pioneer VSX-D503S Pro Logic Receiver that came in with the typical intermittent audio cu
	












	SONY TV KV29x1E-Occasional V.Distortion - shutdown 2 flashes	As stated above. Old 29" SONY KV-29X1E.
Excellent crisp picture when "warm".

	Sharp TV - Colour distortion problem	Hi,
Last night watching tv I noticed a slight colour distorsion in the bottom corners of the scre
	Audio Amp Problem - Distortion Left Channel	Have an old Pioneer SX-424 stereo and the left audio channel has a problem that has me stumped!
W
	Distortion on audio (JVC 7115 14'' TV)	The fault I have is --- Distortion on audio the volume can be adjusted
but at a lower level.
Earp
	Rotel RA980BX distortion	At the moment Im unfortunately working without a circuit diagram, but I do have the benefit of one c
	picture distortion	I have an RCA television that has a picture distortion.The top of the picture seems to be stretched 
	My Heathkit AR-15 lapses in and out of distortion	Does anyone have any suggestions about where to look in investigating the reason why this 40 year ol
	Monitor philips 107s pincushion distortion	Hi :wink:
First of all, sorry for my english, i'm a french guy :lol:
My CRT monitor Philips
	Re: Distortion on audio (JVC 7115 14'' TV)	see the tunner or the capacitors in audio zone of the tv/lcd board, good luck, its just an idea. [/q
	distortion on audio	Thanks for reply I have section of diagram in JPG file but can not
seem to attach or paste in messa
	Philips 28CL6770/25Z intermittent loud audio distortion	Model Number: 28CL6770/25Z
Chassis: FL1.10AA
Hi
For some reason, even with normal volume l
	Distortion on TV picture	The analogue image on my TV is perfect but when coming from my Daewoo SV-900 digital VCR the image w
	Samsung Monitor Distortion	I have a 955DF flat-screen CRT monitor that Ive owned for around 4 years. About a year ago I started
	an interesting discovery re: zener diodes in power supply	In the Troubleshooting section of the manual, shorted zener diodes across the driver transistors (in
	Spectre X46BV-1080p, Vertical lines in the picture	My issue is, yesterday, when I turned on my TV to play some Xbox, there was a slight distortion thro
	












	Why can channel output restored by tapping speaker cone?	I suspect I have a problem in the right channel of a '79 Nikko Alpha II power amp (100 watt rms/ch),
	Sony Trinitron tv	Hello,
This is quite shure the "East-West" correction stage which is not working anymore, this ca
	Intermittentt shutdown	I have a similar problem with a Philips 28CL6670/25Z 28" 4:3 TV. The right hand side of the pic
		Let me get this straight. You have a stereo amplifier with one good working channel and one channel 
		Since it's been 2years. I believe the problem has been solved. I'm facing the same problem here (pin
	RCA P46730WK 46" Rear Projection TV - Intermittent Oper	I have an RCA 46" Rear Projection TV that has worked fine for years up until about a week or so ago.
	toshiba tp50f50	just replaced the 2 ic's and am thrilled that the set stays on now!!!!
found it getting tossed.....
		Please note that simple multimeter with a capacitance range often are useless for measuring large el
	Panasonic Digital Messaging KX-TM100ALB	[quote:0522d339ba] I have found a lot of distortion not only in the recorded message but messages t
		Try supplying a 1 kHz sine signal from a tone generator to an AUX input and look at the output signa
		It would definitely help to be able to see thru the ckt with scope but measuring DC levels can be he
	sony KV28DS60U picture problem	im after general pointers as to the cause of my problem..
the picture seems to move in/out dependin
		Does it have E/W (pincushion) distortion too or is the width too low with straight edges of the scan
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